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Primeness of Right Orders in Full Linear Rings 
It is well known that a right order in a finite-dimensional full linear ring 
must be a prime ring (Goldie [I]). Th e main object of this paper is to show 
that primeness is also a property of a right order in a countable-dirncnsional 
full linear ring, but that this is no longer true, in general, of a right order in 
an uncountable-dimensional full linear ring. 
We begin in Section I by recalling a few basic facts about (left) full linear 
rings. For our purposes, it is more convenient to use the regular representation 
of a full linear ring Q rather than to view its elements as linear transfor- 
mations of some vector space I .D . Thus WC prefer to think of Q as a prime 
right self-injective ring with nonzero socle and to replace the notion of 
dimension of a subspace of I-, by that of uniform dimension of a right ideal 
of Q. T1:e denote the uniform dimension of a right ideal I of Q by dim 1. 
In Section 2 we exhibit a class of nonprime right orders by establishing that 
if e, ,..., e,, are nonzero orthogonal idempotents of a full linear ring Q with 
01 ~- “’ ;-e,, I, n ’ _ 2, then the ring I’ xjil e,Qe, is a right order in Q 
if and only if dim Y~Q .x% dim eiQ for i 2 ,..., n and dim e,,Q N,, (Theorem 
2.5). The Jacobson radical of I’ is, of course, nilpotent of index 12. As a kind 
of converse, we show in Section 3 that if R is a right order in Q and Ii contains 
a nilpotent ideal X of index n I, then R must appear as ;I subring of I’ 
for some P given as above (Theorem 3.2). This enables us to deduce. in 
addition to the main result, that a left and right order in Q must bc a prime 
ring. In a sense this result is fairly sharp. We show, by wa! of an example, 
that it fails even in the setting of “0 a prime regular ring with nonzc‘ro socle.” 
In Section 4 we give two simple examples to show why we cannot hope to 
say very much about the subrings eiRe, , for i I . . . . . 71, even if ,Y is a mari- 
mum nilpotent ideal, or at least not for the e, , i I ,..., II, arising from our 
construction. \Ve also indicate how to construct right orders in Q which do 
not contain a maximum nilpotent ideal and whose Jacobson radical is not nil. 
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1. PKELIRlINARIES 
\Ve denote a right module 111 over a ring R by .lZ, , and its lattice of sub- 
modules by L(lVR). If ill, ,..., M, are submodules of a module lltR , we shall 
indicate that their sum is direct by writing the sum as M, 1 ... ~1 N,,. 
For a subset X of AZ, , the annihilator of ,Y in R is written as Y(.Y, R), or 
simply as Sr if there is no confusion as to where the annihilator is taken 
from. The notation to be used when we arc working with left modules should 
bc clear. 
For a module 111, which contains uniform submodules, the t~nifor?n 
dimension of ‘If, , denoted by dim -11, , is defined to be the cardinal number 
of any maximal family of independent uniform submodules of :VZR See, for 
example, ,IIi!;ashita [4] for a complete account of this notion. 
Suppose R is a subring of a ring S. Following Johnson [3], we call 5’ a 
ri‘rht quotient ring of R if S, is an essential extension of R, A vgulav element 
of a ring R is an element c with the property that /(c, R) = Y(C, R) 0. 
If R is a subring of a ring S with identity, then we say R is a right order in S if 
(i) regular elements of R have (two-sided) inverses in S, and 
(ii) the elements of S can bc expressed in the form hc r, where (5 and c 
are in R and c is a unit of S. 
X /eft full linear ying is a ring which is isomorphic to the ring Hom,,( IT, I’) 
of all linear transformations of a right vector space I- over a division ring D 
(transformations are written on the left of vectors). 
,\;~tcrtion. In the sequel, the sole use of the letter Q will be to denote a 
left full linear ring. For a right ideal 1 of Q, we abbreviate dim I, to dim I. 
Notice that ifQ =~: Homo( C, Z;), I-, a vector space, then dim Q = dim 1-o. 
The proof of the following proposition is a straightforward consequence of 
the fact that Q is a prime right self-iniective ring with nonzero socle. The 
uniform submodules of Q, are, of course, the minimal right ideals of Q. 
P~o~oi;rTro~ 1. I. Let I and J he principal u@t ideals of 0. Then - 
(i) I, g Jo if and oni~l {f dim I dim J. 
(ii) 1f1 n J :m 0, then dim(l -+ J) ~~ dim 1 -. dim /. 
The following proposition gives a complete description of the ideals of Q in 
the case that dimQ is infinite. Its proof can be found in Jacobson ([2], p. 93). 
~‘ROPOSITIOX 1 .2. Suppose dim Q is infinite. ‘Then the sets 
{,v E Q: dim .vQ ;: K), 
x a rardinal sati$ying x,, .< x :< dim (2, aye the on<y proper ideals of<?. 
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Since Q is a (von Neumann) regular ring, its principal right ideals are 
idempotentlg generated and the sum and intersection of any two principal 
right ideals of Q are again principal. Moreover, the injectivity of Qo implies 
that the right annihilator ideals of Q are principal right ideals and for a right 
ideal I of Q, 1” is an essential extension of I, as right Q modules. IVe shall 
use these facts sometimes without explicit mention. 
2. A CLAss OF NONPRIME RIGHT ORW~~S 
For an idempotent e E Q and an element s E Q, we shall occasionally write 
to mean that CX, p, y, 6 are the components of s (via the standard two-sided 
Peirce decomposition) in eQe, eQ( 1 - e), (1 ~ e) Q( I - e), and (1 - e) Qe, 
respectively, providing there is no confusion as to what the underlying idem- 
potent e is. Components of sums and products can then be computed by the 
usual 2 X 2 matrix operations. 
THEOREM 2.1. &#wse e and f aye nonzero orthogonal idempotents of Q. 
Let P 1: eQ + Qf. Then P is a right order in Q if and only if 
dim eQ dimQ dimfQ ;I N,, 
and 
dimfQ dim(l e)Q. 
Remark. P is not a prime ring since it contains the nilpotent ideal 
eQ(1 - 4 -t (1 -f) Qf. 
Proof. Suppose e and f satisfy: dim eQ .x dimfQ > N,, and dimfQ ~~. 
dim( I - e)Q. Let X 2-c dim Q. Then by (ii) of Proposition 1.1, X -= dim eQ - 
dim{1 - f)Q. Since P contains a nonzero right ideal and a nonzero left ideal 
of the prime ring Q, it follows that Q is both a left and right quotient ring of 
P. Thus regular elements of P remain regular in Q and hence are units in Q. 
Hence to show P is a right order in Q, it will suffice to show that for each 
S E (1 - e)Q there is a regular element c E P such that SC E P. Let S E (I -- e)Q 
be given. As Q is a regular ring, we can find idempotents e, , e, E Q such 
that Sr n eQ = e,Q and eQ :: e,Q -r e,Q. Now 8, by its left multiplication, 
acts as a monomorphism on e2Q. Hence 
dim e,Q = dim Se,Q G: dim( 1 - e) Q < N. 
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By (ii) of Proposition I. 1, dim e,Q f dim e,Q 1 dim eQ 7~ X. Thus, as K is 
an infinite cardinal, we have 
dim e,Q := K =: dim( I -- jJQ. 
Claim. There exist idempotents .fi , ,f2 E Q such that /Q = fiQ qf2Q, 
dim f&J == dim( 1 - e)Q, and dimfi2Q = dim e,Q. To verify this, we choose 
a family [faQjaEn of independent minimal right ideals of Q such tihat the 
sum Cn,fiQ is an essential submodule of (fQ)o . By definition, dimfQ ~ MC2 (. 
Since ~ Q I is an infinite cardinal and i 52 ~ ’ - dim e2Q, we can write Q -= 
Q, u Qn, where ~‘2, n J2, =y 4, Sz / == 1 Q, 1, and ; Qn, j dim e,Q. Choose 
idempotents fi, fi2 E Q such that fiQ (&, fiQ)" and f2Q = (&&Q)“. 
Then we have fQ = fJJ if@, dimfiQ = I Sz, 1 = dim( 1 - e)Q, and 
dimf2Q = : 1 g, 1 -= dim e,Q. 
Proposition 1. I now enables us to construct isomorphisms U: (1 -f)Q-Fe,Q, 
p:&Q -+ e,Q, and y:.f& - (I - e)Q. Let II, be the homomorphism of Q. 
which induces each of CY, j3, and y, that is, 4’, has the diagram 
(1 -,f)Q z+ e,Q 
I 
1 
f& -% e& 1 
eQ 
fc? 
1 .f,Q ?--+ (1 - e)Q. 
Let c be the element of Q whose left multiplication induces 4. Clearly c is a 
unit of Q. Since c( 1 - f) E eQ, we have c = ~(1 - ,f) + cf E eQ + 0% that 
is, c t P. Moreover, c( 1 - .f) E e,Q L 6’ so that 6r( 1 -~ ,f) 0. Thus SC E P 
and this establishes the “if” part of the theorem. 
Conversely, suppose P is a right order in Q. Then so also is 
I’ 1 PQ + Q(l - e). 
If dim( I - e)Q is finite, then (1 ~- e) Q(1 ~ 6) is simple Artinian. In this 
case, if c’ is a regular element of PI then rm l is also in PI For let 
where components are taken with respect to e. A simple calculation yields 
yyI m= I - e and ~6, = 0. But y right invertible in the Artinian. ring 
(I - e) Q( 1 - e) implies that y is also left invertible, that is, yly = I ~ e. 
Thus 8, = (I - e) 8, = yly& = 0, that is, c ’ E P1 . It follows that PI == Q, 
which contradicts e # 0, I. Thus we must have dim( 1 - e)Q 3 X, . 
Suppose dim eQ < dim(1 - e)Q. Then by Proposition I .I there exists a 
monomorphism of eQ into (1 - P)Q, and hence there exists 6 E (1 - u) Qe 
such that 6” n eQ : 0. Since PI is a right order in Q, there exists a regular 
element c E P, such that 6c E P, Now 6r c I’, implies (I - e)Sce 0, that is, 
Sece 0. Since 6’ n eQ 0, we must have ece 0. But c E 111 implies 
ece : ce and hence cc 0, which contradicts c being a regular element of I-‘, . 
From this contradiction we conclude that dim eQ ‘. dim( 1 4Q. 
To complete the proof we must show that dim( 1 e)Q mm dimfQ. Since P 
and .f are orthogonal, we have dim( I ~- P)Q _ dim@. Suppose 
dim( I - e)Q dimfQ. 
Let A1 = (s EQ: dim XQ <.: dim(l - e)Ql. Then ,II is an ideal of Q b\ 
Proposition 1.2. Let 0 Q/IV and for a subset S of Q let x denote the 
-- - 
image of S under the canonical map of Q onto Q. Then (1 - e)P -:m. 0 and 
I - e ~/- is, which implies P contains no regular elements. Hence WC must 
have dim(l - e)Q = dimfQ. \\:c are finished. 
Taking f 1 -- e we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2.2. I‘et E be an idempotent of 0, e + 0, 1, and let P 
eQ -;- Q(1 - e). Then P is a right order in 0 if and only If 
dim eQ m.- dim (,, :b dim( I - e)Q _; x,, 
In order to generalize Corollary 2.2, we require two lemmas. ‘l’he first 
concerns our requirement that regular elements of a right order R in Q be 
units in Q. If dim Q is finite, then this requirement is superfluous. However, 
when dim Q is infinite it is certainly not. For example, if Q and R are the rings 
of all N, x N, column-finite matrices over the field of rational numbers and 
the ring of rational integers, rcspectivell-, then the elements of Q can be 
expressed in the form bc I, where h and c belong to R and c is a unit of Q, 
but there are regular elements of R which are not units in Q. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose dim Q is infinite and R is a subring of0 such that the 
elements of ,O are expressible in the form bc ‘, ,where b and c are in R and c is a 
unit of ,O. Then regular elements of R are units in 0 if and only if 0 is left 
intrinsic over R, that is, nonxero left ideals qf Q have nonzero intersection with R. 
Proof. Let us assume that regular elements of R are units of Q. If Q is 
not left intrinsic over R, then, since Q is a prime ring with nonzero socle, 
we can find a primitive idempotent e of Q for which Qe n R == 0. Since 
dim Q is infinite we have, by Proposition 1 .I, dimQ :- dim( 1 - e)Q and 
hence Qo s (I - e)Q. Hence there exists an element x E Q with r(s, Q) = 0 
and XQ m:= (1 - e)Q, that is, l(x, Q) = Qe. By hypothesis, x 7. be-l for some 
b in R and unit c of Q. Xow Z(b, R) = Z(x, R) Qe n R = 0 and r(b? R) 0, 
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that is, b is a regular element of R. But since l(b, Q) - Qe + 0, h is not a 
unit of Q. \Ve have reached a contradiction, which establishes the “only if” 
part of the lemma. The proof of the “if” part is straightforward and is 
omitted. 
Rrmarks. (i) If R is also a prime ring (as is the case when dim Q is 
countably infinite), then Q is left intrinsic over R only if Q is a left quotient 
ring of R. This follows from a more general result on intrinsic estensions of 
prime rings, an account of which will appear elsewhere. 
(ii) Suppose .-I is a ring which has Q as a right quotient ring. Then the 
condition that Q be left intrinsic over A is equivalent to the condition that the 
closed right ideals of d (that is, the right ideals of =1 which have no proper 
essential extensions within AA) are its right annihilator ideals (see Utumi, [5, 
Theorem 2.21). Thus a right order in an infinite-dimensional full linear ring 
has as its closed right ideals its right annihilator ideals. In marked contrast, 
if--J is a right order in a finite-dimensional full linear ring Q, Q not a (division 
ring, then .-1 has the latter property only if .-I is also a left order in Q. 
LI~unrA 2.4. Supposa e is an idempotenf qf Q such that 
dim eQ > dim( I -- r)Q :.: X,, 
Let he be a right order in (1 - e)Q(l - e) and 7’ a rij$t order in eQr. Let 
R = 7’ ~1. eQ(1 - e) -;- h’. Then R is a vght order in 0. 
Proof. It is clear that R is a subring of Q. Let I-’ =~ eQ 7. Q( I - e). Let 
s E Q be given. B!; Corollary 2.2, there is a regular element c E P such that 
.T(‘ c P. Taking components with respect to e, we can write 
sav. Choose regular elements No, yz of 7’ and K, respectively, such that 
CU,, +:Y? E T and yyf , yIyz t K. Let d UOI~ + /3y? -I- yy? , that is, 
Then i/ t R. AIoreover, d is a unit of Q and xd t Ii. 
To complete the proof we must show that regular elements of K are units 
in Q. By J,emma 2.3 this amounts to showing that Q is left intrinsic over R. 
So let I be a nonzero left ideal of Q. Since Q is a prime ring, w’e have 
I r\ eQ :,L 0. Choose .x E I n eQ, .T # 0. If xe = 0, then N E R and therefore 
In R .A 0. On the other hand, if xe f 0 then Lemma 2.3 implies there 
exists y -: eQe such that 0 # yxe E T. Then 0 f .yx E I n R. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Suppose e, ,..., e,& are nonzero orthogonal idempotents of Q 
with e1 + ‘.. -:- e, ~. I, n 3s 2. Let P = &, eiQei . Then P is a right order in 
0 if and only if 
and 
Remark Notice that Rad P =~ 1, , p$e, , which is nilpotent of index n. 
Proof. Suppose P is a right order in Q. Since e,Q + Q( I --- cl) S P and 
(1 ~~ pn)Q + Qe,, 2 P, it follows that e,Q mr Q( I -~ Pi) and (I ~~~ e.,)g Qe, 
are also right orders inQ. Therefore, by Corollary 2.2, dim e,Q ; dim( 1 -- P,)Q 
and dim e,Q ;;: X,, Moreover, since 
we have 
dim( 1 -.-- e,)Q mm: dim e& -j-- ... 1m dim e,Q, 
dim p@ ’ dim e;(;) for i == 2,..., n 
‘I’o show the converse WC shall proceed by induction on the number- n of 
idempotents e, ,..., e,, . Corollary 2.2 says the theorem holds for n 2. 
Explicitly, our induction hypothesis is: whenever a left full linear ring L 
contains nonzero orthogonal idempotents .f, ,..., f,,! , 2. ” VI < )I, with 
f, + ... i-.fil, 1, dim.f,L ‘.. dim,f,l, for i 7 -,..., m and dim ,f,,,L N, , 
then x,cj.f,Lfj is a right order in I,. Let 0 and ‘1 ,..., P,, bc given as in the 
statement of the theorem. \\‘c consider two cases. 
Case I. Suppose dim E,Q :I dim e,,L) for i m-z 2 ,..., rz. In this cast the 
induction hypothesis is not required. For dim e,Q =: dim( 1 -~ P,)Q and 
hence, by Theorem 2.1, e,Q -! Qe,, is a right order in Q. Since P 7= c,Q Qe,, , 
P is also a right order in Q. 
Case 2. Suppose there exists an integer iz, 1 < k c, n, such that 
dim e,Q .. dim e,,Q. Choose h to be the largest such integer. if-c can now 
make the induction step by splitting up the “kth diagonal block” e,(@, and 
applying Lemma 2.4. 
First observe that for any nonzero idempotent e of Q, eQe is a left full 
linear ring and dim(eQ& :: dim(eQe),o, . 
Let N = dim e,,.Q. Since x is infinite, we can choose orthogonal idempotents 
’ eic ) ei E ekI)e,, such that dim eit,Q =-2 dim e;IQ K and ep = e;, L e; 
Let e e, t e., t- + e,. ~, + e;, Then 
I ~ e = ei, -+ e,? , j- ..’ ~. e,, 
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One can check that e, , e2 ,..., eh.-r , e;, as orthogonal idempotents of eQe, 
satisfy the conditions of the induction hypothesis as applied to the ring eQe 
(in the order indicated), and likewise that e6 , e,;+r ,..., e, (in this order) satisfy 
the conditions of the induction hypothesis as applied to the ring 
(I - e)Q(l - e). 
Applying the induction hypothesis to eQe and (I - e)Q( I - e), respec- 
tively, yields 
L-1 
T-= 1 eiQei -(- C e;Qek 3~ eiQe6 
1 ,iQ<L-1 z;-I 
is a right order in eQe, and 
is a right order in (I - e) Q( 1 - e). Now dim eQ > dim( I - e)Q .z Et, . 
Hence applying Lemma 2.4 we obtain that T 1 eQ(1 - e) + K is a right 
order in Q. Since P > T T eQ(l - e) + K, P is also a right order in Q. This 
completes the induction step and the proof of the theorem. 
3. NONPRIME RIGHT ORDERS IK GENERAL 
Having eshibitcd right orders in Q which are not prime rings, let us see 
what we can say in general about such right orders. We begin with a lemma 
which shows that they must contain nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
IAWUA 3. I. Let R be a ring and let .4 be a right quotient ring of R. If A is 
a przme r&r and R contains no nonzero nilpotent ideals, then R is also a prime 
ring. 
I+oof. Suppose I and J are right ideals of R with IJ := 0. Let K = 
JAI n R. Then K is a nilpotent right ideal of R and therefore K := 0. Since 
rl is a right quotient ring of R, this implies ]A1 = 0. Hence, since A is a 
prime ring, we must have either I : 0 or / = 0. Thus R is a primse ring. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a right order in Q and suppose R contains a nilpotent 
ideal Y qf index n > I. Then there exist nonzero orthogonal idempotents 
el ,..., E,, of Q with e, f ... + e, = 1, dim e,Q > dim ejQ .for i = 2 ,..., n, 
dim e,,Q ..Y N, , and such that 
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(i) R i I,:., cjQej . 
(ii) Ij. h7 - e,,Qe, CT R thelz e,J;)e,, is u r$ht quotient riy of h-; in fact, 
for euch .x E e,Qe,, there exists k E K zuith k right imertible in c,,Qe,, ur7d .xk E h’. 
(iii) !f .\’ is n musimum nilpotent ideal of R tbe?l h is (I prime riny. 
Proof. For a subset ‘Y of Q, let >Y’ (a t Q: a.Y 0: and .V’ : 
[a t Q: AYa 0:. M’e define an operator s on the lattice I,((_),) as follows: 
for rfL(Q,), let 1,‘ 1”‘. Then IS . is an idempotently generated right ideal 
of Q containing I. j\:e define right ideals ~3, ,..., A3n., of Q inductivclv as 
follows. 1,et 3, ~~ (;V’l l)S. -3, is then chosen such that (-V’( “)’ -Ai ’ -A?, 
or, in general, having chosen -3, ,..., A, such that 
we choose .-f, , such that 
(!&wi+l))s ..I, J2 + .. + .A; , . 
Since :Vi:V’l 1 mu 0 but A~‘:\;1i ” i) + 0. we have .3, ;” 0 for i I,..., II -- I. 
Choose orthogonal idempotents e, ,..., err of Q such that e,Q : .3, for 
i = I,..., IL ~~ I and e, -’ ..’ mim e,, mm I. Since .V5 mm= -3, +~ ... --I,, i / Q, 
we have e,, ,L 0. Now for i I,..., II ~- 1 \\e have 
(ei.tl + 0-e 1~. e,,) R(e, -~ ... I- ef) XT / 0 
because I\;‘i ( is a two-sided idea1 of R contained in (ei -I- “. -~ c,)(;). Hence 
(e;.~i - ‘.. I e,) R(e, -~ ..’ P;)(X” ‘)” 0 and therefore 
(e,_, f ... eJ R(eL - “. I e,) 0 
for i =:= I ,..., n - I. Thus for i ;,, j, 
r,Re; == e,(e,+, :- ‘.. -f e,,) R(e, ... -~ e,) e, 0. 
Hence R Z I(., eiQe, and consequently I:,,,, eiQe,, is also a right order in Q. 
Ry Theorem 2.5, we conclude that dim eiQ l dim e,Q for i --~ I?..... 17 and 
dim e,Q > N, . This proves (i). 
Let -4 = {r G R: e,y E RI. Then .3 is a right ideal of R and d contains a 
regular element of R. Hence -3 is also a right order in (2. Let .s E e,Qe,“, be 
given. Then there exists a regular element c of -3 such that SC t -3. Let 
k -- e,,c ==: e,ce,, . Then k E K and xk : se,c == SC E h*. Furthermore, 
I(k, Q) n enQen = 0 because l(c, Q) : : 0. Thus k has a right inverse in P,,Qe,, . 
This proves (ii). 
Suppose :\r is a maximum nilpotent ideal of R. Our construction shows 
that AV C (I - en) Q( 1 -- e,). Xow K enQ n R so that K is a right ideal 
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of R. Hence if I is a nilpotent ideal of K then IK is a nilpotent right ideal of R. 
But by assumption, N contains all the nilpotent right ideals of R. Hence 
IK _C 12;, which implies IK =: (1 - e,) IK == 0, that is, IK = 0. However, 
from (ii) we know that I(K, K) = 0 and therefore I 0. By Lemma 3.1, K 
is a prime ring. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Let T = e,Re, . Even when A’ is a maximum nilpotent ideal, the 
ring CiGj e,Qej given by our construction does not hug R closely enough for 
us to say much about T. Ideally, of course, one would like to be able to say 
that 7’ is a prime ring and a right order in e,Qei . It can be shown that if 
l’C R then T contains no nilpotent ideals. However, simple examples 
(similar to Example 2 of Section 4) show that T need not be a right order in 
QQ% . 
There are two interesting corollaries to Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Al Tight orders in Q aye prime rings if and only iJf Q, is 
offinzte OY of countably ir$nite dimension. 
Proof. If R is a right order in Q and R is not a prime ring, then R contains 
nonzero nilpotent ideals by Lemma 3. I. Theorem 3.2 now tells us that dim Q 
must be uncountable. Conversely, if dim Q is uncountable then Theorem 2.1 
provides right orders in Q which are not prime rings. 
COROLLARY 3.4, If R is both a left and right order in Q, then R is a prime 
ring. 
I’wof. Let us suppose that R is not a prime ring. Then by Lemma 3.1, 
R must contain a nonzero ideal N with N2 = 0. Hence by Theorem 3.2, there 
is an idempotent e of Q such that R C eQ -1 Q( I ~ e), dim eQ = dim Q, 
and I - e # 0. Let P =~= eQ $- Q(1 - e). Then P is also a left order in Q. 
By Proposition 1.2, QeQ = Q. Hence there exist xi ,..., x, EQ and 
a, ,..., a, E eQ such that 1 ~.= x,al + ... -C xrLan. Choose a regular element 
c E P such that CX, EP for i = l,..., n. Then c E PeQ and thus PeQ = Q. 
But this implies that P2 PeQ - Q, that is, P -= Q. Clearly this is impossible 
since (1 -- e) Qe # 0. Hence R is a prime ring. 
It is perhaps worthwhile pointing out that if R is a left and right order in a 
prime regular ring S with nonzero socle, then R need not be a prime ring, 
even if dim S,Y := N, . This is illustrated by the following example. 
~<XAMPLE 1. Suppose dimQ is infinite. Let e be an idempotent of Q 
with dim eQ =- dim( 1 - e)Q. Let 
and 
S =: eQe + (I - e)Q(l - e) + socleQ 
R-eQe +(I -e)Q(l -e)j-eQ(l -e)nsocleQ. 
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Then S is a prime regular ring with nonzero socle. Moreover, R is both a left 
and right order in S. The proof of this is very similar to the proof of Theorem 
2.1 and may safely be omitted. Clearly R is not a prime ring. Notice that 
R .-: eS -I- S( 1 - e) and dim eS =- dim( 1 - e)S (cf. Corollary 2.2). 
If dim Q is infinite, then dim oQ :-. dim Q. One might therefore suspect 
that when dim Q is countably infinite there exist left orders in Q which arc 
not prime rings. However, any nonprime subring R of Q is contained in 
eQ -Jo- Q(l - e) for some idempotent e of Q with P -,/ 0, 1. For suppose N is a 
nonzero two-sided ideal of R with I(X, R) i 0. Choose an idcmpotent e of 
Q such that Nlr = eQ, where annihilators are taken in Q. Then (1 e) Rel\- 
0 implies (1 - e) Re = 0, that is, R C eQ (- ()(I - e). Now eQ I- Q(1 -~ e) 
is a left order inQ if and only if dim (I - r)Q S’ dim eQ ‘. x,, . This follows 
by an argument almost identical to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Thus Corollary 3.3 is also valid for left orders. 
4. Sonw DIIWCULTIKS 
If R is a nonprime right order in Q, then Theorem 3.2 tells us roughly 
how R sits in Q, namely, as a subring of a block-triangular matrix ring with 
the size of the blocks as described in the theorem. But apart from this, we 
have not said anything really significant about R. It would appear that there 
is a certain amount of pathology present, which makes a complete description 
of a right order in Q rather difficult if dim Q is uncountable. The next propo- 
sition illustrates the difficulties. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose dim Q N .N,,. Let K’ and X” be ariy 
cardinals satisfying X > zt” -- X’ 2.. rt,, . Let E, f, and g be orthogonal idem- 
patents of Q with e -I- f f g ~~~ I, dim eQ X, dimfQ =-- K’, and dimgQ : N”. 
Let N = eQ(l - e) + fQg, If A is aq subring of fQf and T and K are 
right orders in eQe and gQg, respectively, then the ring R =- T + A -1. k- +A’ 
is a right order in (2. 
Proof. Let x E Q be given. By Theorem 2. I, there exists a E eCJ 1~ Qg such 
that a is a unit in Q and xa E eQ + Qg. Let xa - b. Then, bp using essentiall! 
the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, but with three idempotents 
instead of two, there exists a unit c E Q such that ac, bc t R. Then x(ac) E R 
and ac is a unit of Q. All there remains to do to complete the proof is to shovl 
that regular elements of R are units in Q. However, the proof of this is 
identical to that used in Lemma 2.4, and hence wc omit it. 
Remarks. (i) Xote that Q e eQe and that gQg (respectively fQf) is a left 
full linear ring with right dimension X” (respectively N’). Hence a study of 
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right orders in full linear rings of dimension N requires some knowledge of 
right orders in full linear rings of dimension K”. 
(ii) If dim Q is uncountable, then Proposition 4. I provides examples of 
right orders in Q which do not contain a maximum nilpotent ideal and whose 
Jacobson radical is not nil. For example, take 8’ = N” = X0, T = eQe, 
K =gQg, and take A to be a radical ring, but not a nil ring, containing no 
maximum nilpotent ideal (for example, strictly upper-triangular N,, x N, 
matrices). In general, for R as in 4.1, 
Rad R -= Rad T + Rad il + Rad K /- N. 
If in Theorem 3.2 it is assumed that 1%’ is a maximum nilpotent ideal of R, 
one might expect K to be a right order in e,,Qe,, . We show, by a simple 
example, that this is not necessarily the case. 
EXAiMP1.E 2. Let Q have uncountable dimension and let e, f, and g be 
orthogonal idempotents ofQ with e + f im g = 1 and dimfg = dimgQ = N, . 
Let 
R =: eQ + Q.. + socle( I -- e) Q( 1 - e). 
Let :‘V = eQ( 1 - e). Then N is a maximum nilpotent ideal of R with l?V -= 0, 
but the construction given in the proof of Theorem 3.2 could have given R as 
a subring of CIcicj/2 ei_Oe, where e, :- e, e2 = 1 - P, in which case 
K : (e,Qe,)g +- socle(e&e,) 
is not a right order in e&e,. 
I’:XAMPLE 3. Let Q, e, f, and g be the same as in Example 2, and let 
R = eQ -1 Qg. In this case N = eQ( 1 - e) + fog is a maximum nilpotent 
ideal of R with N3 := 0, ,V =,L 0. Our construction could have recovered the 
idempotents e, f, and g, that is, e, m:- e, e2 = f, and e3 = g. If this were the 
case, then e,Re, = 0. Hence we cannot hope to say much about the inter- 
mediate diagonal blocks e,Re, , i := 2,..., n - I, arising from the idempotents 
er ,..., e, in Theorem 3.2. 
The standard proof given to show that a right order in a simple Artinian 
ring must be a prime ring (see, for example, Goldie, [l, Theorem 13]), 
actually shows that a right order /l in any simple ring B with identity is a 
prime ring, even without the requirement that regular elements of --I be 
units in B. Our final proposition records a particular case of this observation. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be a right order in Q. Let IV be the maximum ideal 
of Q, and let g == Q/M. If i? denotes the image qf R under the canonical mapping 
of Q onto Q, then i? is a prime ring. 
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